JAMIE OLIVER RESTAURANT
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Not a long time ago in St. Petersburg, the first and only restaurant from the legendary chef,
Jamie Oliver, opened its doors! The restaurant called, "Jamie’s Italian", is Jamie Oliver and one
of the best restaurant companies "Ginza Project" made an English culinary project in which
possible.

This new and exciting place is located in the exact center of St. Petersburg under the roof of an
unusual architectural building. The bas-reliefs, stucco, masonry, author furniture and sweeping
arched windows, through which the institution allow sunlight to spread quite harmonious over
the whole picture of the interior.

On the broad floors are books. The bar is crowned with a marble countertop. And the other
central hall features a huge sofa, in which visitors are sure to feel like they are in Italy and enjoy
a great and fun Italian meal.

Restaurant guests can enjoy traditional Italian cuisine. The culinary pride of the place is in the
kitchen of the restaurant, which has a true pasta machine, where every day it will prepare fresh
national pride. Stick to a healthy size meal and focus heavily on the quality of the ingredients.
Dishes are prepared with the freshest farm products.

The menu features some of the following dishes:

- Favorite Pasta of Jamie Oliver- 420 rubles

- Spaghetti "Black Angel"- 490 rubles

- My excellent chicken salad- 520 rubles
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- Jamie’s Italian Burger- 480 rubles

- Ruccola and Radicchio Salad- 190 rubles

The first restaurant of Jamie Oliver’s set opened its doors to customers in Oxford in 2008. From
this start, the chain of restaurants spread all over the United Kingdom, and now anyone can find
his restaurant in places such as Dubai, Dublin, and Sydney.

The set of Jamie Oliver’s can perhaps be called the best-formatted Italian restaurant for a family
dinner in the whole world.

Business hours: 12 - 00.00 Address: Konyushennaya Ploshad, 2. Average Check: 1500
rubles
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View Larger Map

- Back to St-Petersburg restaurants
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